So what can we conclude--do seizures damage the brain?
Evidence is presented, in this volume, for and against the thesis that single, self-limited seizures can damage the brain. Consideration must be given to the fact that there are many different types of seizures, which undoubtedly induce a variety of postictal consequences. Whether any of these consequences constitute brain damage depends upon the definition of damage, which could range from enduring functional changes of single neurons or circuits, to actual cell death. Although many seizure-induced mechanisms have been postulated, or even demonstrated, that can give rise to persistent neuronal disturbances, including neuronal death, they are only of clinical concern if they result in interictal neurological or cognitive dysfunction, developmental delay, or progressive epileptogenesis that makes seizures worse. Although animal studies indicate it is very likely that some seizures, under some circumstances, do, in fact, damage the brain in a clinically meaningful manner, the principal contribution of this volume is to identify areas of future basic and clinical research designed to identify those seizures which present a risk of causing enduring neuronal disruption, the circumstances under which these changes are likely to occur, their nature and effects on behavior, and, ultimately, rational approaches to prevention.